Introduction. The set C{X, R) of all real-valued continuous functions on a compact Hausdorff space X has been characterized from a variety of points of view. We mention, in particular, those characterizations of C{X, R) as a partially ordered system of some prescribed kind: namely, the characterizations of C(X, R) by Stone as a partially ordered ring [14] and as a lattice-ordered group [15] , those by Kakutani [7] and by M. and S. Krein [11] as a lattice-ordered Banach space, and those by Fan [4] and Fleischer [5] as a partially ordered group. The problem of characterizing C(X, R) as a lattice alone was posed by Birkhoff [1, Problem 81] and by Kaplansky [9] . As a partial solution of this problem Kaplansky [9] characterized certain sublattices of C(X, R) as '' translation lattices ''. A solution of the general problem has recently been obtained by Heider [6] , and, still more recently, another solution has been announced by Pinsker [12] .
In the present paper we obtain, as corollaries of our main results, two new characterizations of the lattice C(X, R). We shall actually solve, however, problems somewhat more general than that of Birkhoff and Kaplansky mentioned above. In the first place, we replace the real chain R by a conditionally complete dense-in-itself chain K which has neither a first nor a last element and which is equipped with its interval topology. In the second, we characterize not only C(X, K) but also an extensive class of sublattices of C{X, K).
We give next a more detailed summary of the results of this paper following this, we pose some unsolved problems suggested by these results.
A sublattice L of C{X, K) is characterizing (Definition 1.1) in case L separates points in X in a certain strong sense. The space X is Knormal in case C(X, K) is itself characterizing. In Definition 2.10 the notion of an '' S-lattice '' is introduced. The main result (Theorem 2.16) of § 2 states that a characterizing sublattice of C(X, K) is an S-lattice. (This usage of the term " S-lattice " is inexact but will suffice for the present; the concept itself is inspired by work of Shirota [13] .) Section 3 is devoted to a further study of S-lattices and of '' S-ideals '' in Slattices. The results of § 3, when applied (in § 4) to a characterizing sublattice L of C(X, K), enable us to reconstruct X as a space of maximal S-ideals of L. From this it follows (Theorem 4. 3) that L completely determines the topology of X.
Those characterizing sublattices of C(X, K) which contain a set Q of constant functions order-dense in K constitute an extensive and reasonably accessible subclass of the class of all characterizing sublattices of C(X, K); we call such sublattices characterizing Q-sublattices of C (X,K) . This notion finds its abstract counterpart in the concept of a " Ci-lattice relative to a separating chain Q" (Definition 5.8) . The main result (Theorem 5.12) of § 5 states that a characterizing Q-sublattice of C(X, K) is a Ci-lattice relative to Q. Section 6 is devoted to " C-lattices " (Definition 5.8), a somewhat wider class of lattices than that of Ci-lattices. Theorem 6.8 asserts that a C-lattice L is also an S-lattice so that the results of § 3 are applicable. It then becomes possible to associate with L a uniquely determined compact Hausdorff space X L (Theorem 6.16 ).
In § 7 we are ready to attack the problem of representing a bounded C-lattice (Definition 7.3) as a lattice of functions. As a preliminary result, Theorem 7.4 states (in effect) that a bounded C-lattice admits a characterizing Q-sublattice of C(X L , K) as a homomorphic image. Theorem 7.7 then accomplishes a complete description of characterizing Q-sublattices: A lattice L is isomorphic to a characterizing Q-sublattice of C(X, K) for some (topologically unique) compact ^-normal space X if and only if L is a bounded Ci-lattice relative to Q. Once this basic result is at hand, one need only impose on the bounded Ci-lattice L a suitable hypothesis of completeness in order to obtain the entire lattice C{X, K). This we do in § 8 in two different ways: In the first, an intrinsically defined uniformity is introduced on L and L is required to be locally complete in this uniformity (Theorem 8.3) ; in the second, Fan's notion of a direct extension [4] is adapted to the present context and L is required to be isomorphic to each of its bounded direct extensions (Theorem 8.9 ). Solutions of the Birkhoff-Kaplansky problem emerge as Corollaries 8.4 and 8.10. In the concluding section the results of the present paper are compared with certain earlier characterizations of C(X, R). In particular, we indicate how our results can be used to deduce the characterizations of Stone, Fan, and Fleischer mentioned above.
The results of the present paper suggest certain more general problems.
L Given an arbitrary chain K, characterize those lattices L which are isomorphic to C(X, K) for some (compact) space X.
IL Given an arbitrary chain K, characterize those lattices L with the property that, for some (compact) space X, L is isomorphic to some CHARACTERIZATIONS OF CERTAIN LATTICES OF FUNCTIONS 337 sublattice of C(X, K) which determines X. In particular, characterize those lattices L with the property that, for some compact space X, L is isomorphic to some sublattice of C(X, K) which is characterizing in the sense of Definition 1.1.
Related problems are obtained from problems I and II by dropping the requirement that the chain K be specified in advance.
The difficulty involved in solving either of these problems will probably depend upon the type of solution sought. In this connection it is clear that the type of solution obtained is of an importance approaching that of the solution itself. We propose, as the most desirable type of solution, that type in which the conditions imposed on the lattice <X, V> Λ^ are a H arithmetical [17] relative to <X, V> K)Ί that i s > f°r" mulable solely in terms of (i) elements of L, (ii) elementary logical constants (connectives, quantifiers, identity symbol), and (iii) the operations V and Λ (Thus, for example, conditions involving assertions about ideals of L are non-arithmetical and, therefore, in such a solution, inadmissable.) A solution of either I or II of this ideal type is probably impossible. In the first place, a (non-arithmetical) assumption of the sort that L contains (a replica of) a suitable subset Q of K seems inevitable. Admitting this assumption, however, and introducing the predicate C £ Q expressing elementhood in Q, we can still insist that allowable conditions be arithmetical relative to the system <X, V> Λ> ^e>; that is, formulable solely in terms of (i)-(iii) and (iv) the predicate S%. A solution of II of this modified type seems not unfeasible. When it comes to I, however, a solution seems to require first a solution of II (in some form) followed by the imposition of a suitable hypothesis of completeness. Again, it appears difficult, if not impossible, to formulate such a completeness hypothesis arithmetically relative to <L, V> Λ> ^> For a complete solution of I, therefore, a further relaxation of arithmetical requirements seems unavoidable.
Using the above terminology we can now describe more precisely the nature of our present results and their relation to those of Heider and of Pinsker. Theorem 7.7, described above, is a solution of the special case of II in which K is conditionally complete, dense-in-itself, and without extreme points, and in which the characterizing sublattice in question is a Q-sublattice. Moreover, our solution of this problem is arithmetical relative to <X, V> Λ> <^o>-Theorems 8.3 and 8.9 are solutions of I with the specified restrictions on K; they are, furthermore, non-arithmetical (relative to <X, V, Λ, ^o)) on^Y i n their hypotheses of completeness. These same remarks apply also to the solutions of the Birkhoff-Kaplansky problem embodied in Corollaries 8.4 and 8.10 . On the other hand, an inspection of the solutions by Heider and by Pinsker of the BirkhofF-Kaplansky problem shows that they are both non-arithme-tical, not only with respect to their completeness hypotheses, but also with respect to most of their remaining hypotheses. We mention, in particular, that Heider relies on assumptions concerning the real lattice homomorphisms of L and that (among other non-arithmetical assumptions) Pinsker assumes outright the existence of a certain dual lattice automorphism of L.
1. Preliminary remarks. In this section we list some of the definitions, notational conventions, and facts essential to the rest of the paper.
We begin by adopting the following convention: Throughout the paper K will denote a chain which is conditionally complete [1] , densein-itself [1] , and with neither a first nor a last element.
The letter R will be reserved for the chain of real numbers. If Q is any chain, then we shall denote by Q the completion of Q by cuts [1, p. 58] . We denote by Q the conditionally complete subchain of Q obtained by removing those extreme points of Q, if any, which are not in Q, and we call Q the conditional completion of Q. If Q is an order-dense subchain [1] 
If Q is a chain and if X is a non-empty set, then we denote by F(X, Q) the set of all functions on I to Q. For f,ge F{X, Q) we set / ^ g in case f(x) ^ g(x) for all x e X; with respect to this partial ordering F(X, Q) is a distributive lattice. If iCl and if /, g e F(X, Q), then we shall say that "f<g
If X is a topological space, and if Q is endowed with its interval topology [1, p. 60 ], then we denote by C(X, Q) the sublattice of F(X, Q) consisting of all continuous functions on X to Q. If a e Q, then we shall also denote by a the function in C{X, Q) which is identically equal to a on X.
Let X be a topological space. We shall for the most part be concerned with a certain class of sublattices of C(X, K) which we now define.
in case for each pair of distinct points x, y in X and each pair of functions /, g in L, there is an h e L such that h(x) < f(x) and h(y) > g (y) .
The proof of the following proposition will be omitted.
is compact and if L is a characterizing sublattice of C(X, K), then for each pair of disjoint closed subsets A, B of X and each pair f,geL there is an h e L such that h < f on A and h > g on B.
For some compact Hausdorff spaces X and some chains K it may be the case that no sublattice of C(X, K) is characterizing, and it may be the case that C(X, K) itself is not characterizing even though it has characterizing sublattices. DEFINITION 1.3 . We say that a compact space X is K-normal m case C(X, K) is characterizing (cf. [8] ).
We observe that Z-normal spaces do exist. In fact, every totally disconnected compact Hausdorff space is clearly if-normal. It is also clear that every compact if-normal space is necessarily Hausdorff.
Throughout the remainder of this paper we shall assume that X is a compact Hausdorff space containing at least two points.
We observe that if Q λ is order-dense in Q and if Q is order-dense in K, then a Q-sublattice of C(X, K) is also a Q Γ sublattice of C(X, K) Note also that C(X, K) contains a characterizing Q-sublattice if and only if X is ίΓ-normal.
The symbols \J and Π will denote set union and intersection, respectively, whereas, when dealing with "abstract" lattices, the symbols V and A w ill b e used to denote joins and meets. If ACI, then we denote by A' and A'', respectively, the closure and the complement of A in X.
2.
A class of binary relations on characterizing sublattices* If L is a distributive lattice, if I e L, and if <; is a transitive binary . relation on L, then (according to Definition 2.10) L is an S-lattice at I, relative to <^, in case L satisfies conditions (2.11)-(2.15) below. The main purpose of this section is to prove that if L is a characterizing sublattice of C(X, K), and if ieL, then there is a transitive binary relation <ô n L relative to which L is an SMattice at I. We point out that the results of this and of the next section rely heavily on the ideas of Shirota [13] . DEFINITION 
If /, 0 e C(X, if), then we set
Observe that since / and g are continuous, P(/, #) is open in X. We now characterize the relations c ; and <^ on a characterizing sublattice in terms of sets of the form P(f, I). Proof. Statement (i) follows from (1.2) and the fact that if /, h e L, then P(/, I) n P(h, I) = P(/ Λ fc, Z).
To prove the second statement assume first that f^g. From (1.2) we conclude that P(k, I) = X for some ί eL. Then there exist g',he L such that g' a^, g' V h ^ k, and f A h <^ I. Now if xe P(g, Z)""' "> then #'($) ^ Z(^), and hence h(x) ^ yk(α ) > Z(^). Therefore x e P(h, Z), and since P(h, I) Π P(f, I) = Φ, we have a? 0 P(/, Z)-.
Conversely, let P(/, Z)" O P(#, Z)-'-' and let έeL. By (1.2) there exist g ',heL such that g f > fc on P(/, Z)", flf' < Z on P(^r, Z)"'", fe < Z on P(/, Z)-and h > k on P{g\ k)'. Then g f cz t g 9 g r V h ^k 9 anάfAh^l. That is, /< z flr. DEFINITION 2.9 . If L is any lattice and if p is a binary relation on L, then an element e e L is a πmί for /> in case //>e for every f e L.
If L is a distributive lattice and if I e L, then we denote by E t the set of all units of L for the binary relation c z .
We note that if L is a characterizing sublattice of C(X, K) and if I e L y then by (2.8) (2.13) , and (2.14) are readily established by applying (1.2), (2.8) , and the fact that P(e, I) = X for some e e L. Finally, to show that (2.15) holds, let /, g, h,k e L with f<ι g, 9 A k g I, and / V h e E t . Then
3 Some fundamental properties of S-lattices. This section is devoted to a study of several important properties of S-lattices. In view of the connection between S-lattices and U-lattices (see footnote 4) many of the results obtained here provide sharpened versions of certain results of [13] .
Throughout this section we shall assume that L is an S-lattice at some element I e L.
In Definition 3.7 we introduce the notion of an S Γ ideal of L. The main result of this section, Theorem 3.10, states that the set of all maximal proper S Γ ideals of L admits the Stone topology, relative to which it is a compact Hausdorff space.
Proof. Since /<#, there exists, by (2.14) , an h e L such that f Λh <Zl and g V heE t .
Thus
Since also / cj, we have by (2.5) Proof. By (3.1), E ι contains every unit for <^. On the other hand, by (2.13) , L contains a unit e for <. Let f e E t . Then e c z /, so that, from (3.3) and the fact that e<^e, we have β</. By the transitivity of <Ξ; we conclude that / is a unit for <^.
(3.6) For every feL,l </.
Proof. Let e e E % (clearly, E τ Φ Φ) and let / e L. Then e A I ^ I, e\J f e E l9 and by (3.5), e<e. Hence by (2.15), ί</.
The remainder of this section is devoted to a study of certain ideals in L. We begin with the following definition. We note that for every f e L the set {g e L; g^f} is an S Γ ideal. Moreover, there exists a proper S Γ ideal in L provided that f^l for some f e L; in fact, by (2.4) and (3.1) this latter condition holds if and only if the ideal {g e L; g<^l} is proper.
We also observe that if I e @ z , if / 6 /, and if g c z /, then gel. For if /</*> with h e I, then g<^ζh by (3.3). In particular, then, lei for every I e @j.
As a notational convenience we shall, for the remainder of this section, dispense with the subscripts in the symbols a l9 E l9 S lf @ z , and 9J^.
We now remark that, relative to set inclusion, @ is a complete lattice. In fact, if ΪCS, then, as in easily proved by (3.3), (2.11) , and (2. We therefore conclude that @ is an F-lattίce of sets [2] . It is easy to see that a proper ideal of L is s-irreducible 5 in the lattice of ideals of L if and only if it is prime. The s-irreducible elements of the lattice @ coincide with the maximal proper S-ideals of L, but need not, however, be prime ideals. 6 The situation is made precise by the following lemma.
LEMMA 3.8. Let H be a proper S-ideal of L. Then the following statements are equivalent:
(i)
HeW. (ii) If f A g e H and f $ H, then g x e H for all g x <^ g. (iii) H is s-irreducible in the lattice @.
Proof. (i)->(ii). Let He 2Jί,/ Λ'ge Hand / $ H. SetI={^eL; for some k e H and some g λ^g ,h^k
It is easily verified that 7e@ and H ζZ I; thus, by the maximality of H, either H = / or L -I. If the latter holds, then / e I, so that there exist ke H and g ι <^g such that /<fc V g 19 and thus
. However, fe Λ / and # Λ / are elements of H, so that f e H, contrary to hypothesis. Hence I = H, and since it is evident by (2.12) that g x e I for all &<#, H satisfies (ii).
(ii) -> (iii). Since H is proper, we need only prove that if I, J e @ and if I A J <Ξ H, then either I c: iί or J e £Γ. If I g if, then g 1 φ H for some ^ 6 /. Let # 6 I be such that g x <^g and let / be any element of J. Since / Λ g e I Π J and J Π J = / Λ J, it follows that f Λ geH. Hence / e iί.
(iii)-> (i). Since E Φ φ, Zorn's lemma will supply an M e 3Jϊ such that HCZM. lϊ Hφ M, then there exist /</i</ 2 with /^ iί and / 2 6 M. By (3.2) there exist h 2 < fe x such that f λ A K ^ i and f 2 \Jh 2 e E.
Since I e H, we must have / x Λ fei e if. Let /(/0 = {k e L; k <!/i} and /(^) = {fc e L A; < K]. Then /(/,), /(^) e @, and, by (3.4), /(/J Π /(feO S iί. Thus, by the s-irreducibility of iϊ, and since / $ H, it is clear that h 2 6 H. Therefore h 2 e M, so that f 2 v h 2 e M Γ) E, a contradiction. Hence H -M, as desired.
In view of the preceding lemma and Theorems 1.1 and 1.2 of [2] , the set 2Jί admits the Stone topology relative to which it is T x . Moreover, since E Φ φ, Theorem 3.4 of [2] implies that 2JΪ is compact in this topology. Throughout the remainder of this paper whenever 9Jί is considered as a topological space, its topology will be this " Stone topology ". LEMMA 3.9. For each f e L, the set g(/) = {MeW ftβ M} is closed in 2Ji.
Proof. Recall first that if 21 C 2» and if 2t* = Λ {Me 3Jί; Me 21}, then SI-= {M e 9Jί; 2ί* C M}. Now let f e L, M e 3Ji, and g(/)* e M; we must prove that / 0 M. Suppose on the contrary that f e M. Then /<# for some g e M. By (3.2) and (2.12) there exist /^2<A;<^1 such that f AK^l and g V h 2 e E. lί N e g(/), then f Ah λ e N so that, by Lemma 3.8, k e N. This implies that fe 2 6 £$(/)*> an d therefore g V h 2 e M Π E, a contradiction. Hence f φ M, and the proof is complete.
We can now prove the main result of this section (cf. [13, Theorem 2] Proof. From the preceding remarks it will suffice to prove that SJίî s Hausdorff. Let M Φ N in 9Jί z so that there exist / 0 M and g e N with f<^g. By (3.2) and Lemma 3.8, there exists an element heL such that h 6 M and h V g e E x . Thus Mφ %{h), Nφ %(g), and g(Λ) U %{g) = 3^.
Maximal Srideals in characterizing sublattices of C(X, K).
Let L be a characterizing sublattice of C(X, K) and let I e L. We first obtain a characterization of the maximal S Γ ideals of L. This characterization is then used to show that L determines the topology of X.
If L is a characterizing sublattice of C(X, K), and if ίeL, then for each x e X set
It is evident that each M z (x) is an ideal, and in fact, by (2.8) and (1.2) , an S Γ ideal in L. Since it is clear that if x Φ y in X, then M t (x) φ M z (y), we have proved a portion of the following key result:
and if I e L, then a subset M of L is a maximal proper S t -ideal of L if and only if there exists a (necessarily unique) element x e X such that M = M ι {x).
Proof. In view of the above remarks it will suffice to prove that each Mι(x) is maximal in ©^ and that each M e 3Jί z is contained in some M^x). Suppose first that f Λ g e M τ (x),f $ M^x), and g'^g.
Conversely, let M e Wl z and suppose that for each x e X there is an f x G M with x e P(f x , l)~. Then for each x there is an h x e M such that f x <^ιh x , and hence x e P(h x , l)~'-f . Now since Xis compact, there is a finite set x 19 , x n e X such that But then for every g e L, and contrary to g $ M for some g e L. Thus M c: M t (x) for some x e X.
If L is a characterizing sublattice of C(X, K), if I e L, and if x e X, then we say that the maximal S Γ ideal M z (x) is associated with x.
The preceding theorem then asserts that each maximal Sj-ideal of L is associated with a unique point in X. 
.3. If L is a characterizing sublattice of C(X, K), and if I e L, then the mapping M z (x) -> x is a homeomorphism of the space yjlz onto X. Thus the space X is determined by any characterizing sublattice of C(X, K).
Proof. By Theorem 4.1 the mapping M τ (x) -• x is one-to-one from 2Jίj onto X; since 2Jί^ is compact, it will therefore suffice to prove that this mapping is continuous. Thus let U be a neighborhood of x e X and let f e L be such that / < I at x and / > I on IP. By Lemma 3.9, the set
is open in W lf and clearly M z (x) e U. To complete the proof we show that y e U for every M ι (y) e U. If M ι (y) e U, then y e P(f, £)"'; hence But />Un J7' so that y e U, as desired.
5 C-lattices. Motivated by the notion of a characterizing Q-sublattice of C(X, K) we introduce in this section a class of abstract lattices, called C-lattices, and an important subclass, called C r lattices. The main result of this section is that every characterizing Q-sublattice of C(X, K) is a d-lattice. DEFINITION 5.1. If L is a distributive lattice and if a, β e L, then we write a -3 β in case a < β and, for every f,geL, the following conditions hold:
It is readily seen that -3 is a transitive relation on L Moreover, if 7 ^ α, if a -3 β, and if β £ δ, then γ -3 δ.
(
5.2) If L is a distributive lattice, and if a -3 β in L, then β is a unit for a a in L.
Proof. Let a -3 β in L and let g e L. IffeL
Proof. If / 4 V 0i ^ /3 (ΐ = 1, 2), then using the distributive law we have (f, A f 2 ) V (g ± V 0 2 ) ^ /8. Thus if a -3 /3, and if /i Λ Λ ^ α, we have 0 X V 02 ^ β, establishing (i). In a similar manner (ii) is proved. DEFINITION 5.4 . A non-empty subset Q of a distributive lattice L is a separating chain in L in case, relative to -3, Q is a chain having neither a first nor a last element.
Proof. It will suffice to prove that if a, β e Q, and if a < β, then asβ. Thus suppose that f,geL with g ^ a and f^β. Then f(x)<β for some x e X and, since #($) ^ a, it follows that (/ V g)(x) ^ /(#) V OL < /9. Similarly, if g ^ /5 and f^La, then / Λ # 2£ OL. Hence a s β. Proof. Since Q is dense-in-itself, there exist p,η e Q such that β < P < V < 7. Now the closed sets P(/, η)~, P(f, γ)~, and P(/, ρ)ã re disjoint, respectively, from the closed sets P(f, p) ', P(f, rj) f , and P(/, /5) r . Therefore since L is characterizing, there exist, by (1.2), elements Jc,l,me L such that P(/, η)~ e P(fe, δ), P(/, p)' e P(fc, α) f , P(/, 7)" £ P(m, 7)', P(/, rj)'^P(m, δ), P(/, ^o)-e P(l, a)\ and P(/, /9)'e P(l, β). Since X = P(/, ^) U P(/, Λ >y) r £ P(fc, δ) U P(m, δ) = P(k V m, δ), we have k V m ^ δ, and since P(/, 7) £ P(m, 7)', we have / Λ m g 7. In a similar fashion it follows that k f\l ^a and / V £ ^ β.
Motivated by the preceding lemma we introduce the following definition: DEFINITION 5.7 . It L is a distributive lattice and if Q is a separating chain in L, then the "stretching function " 3γ is the function on the cartesian product L x Q 4 to the subsets of the cartesian product L Whenever no confusion is likely, we shall omit the indices L and Q in the symbol <% L . We observe that in most cases ^(/, α, /9, 7, δ) = φ. However it is easily seen that if β ^α, if δ ^7, or if /^7, then £S(f, a,β,y,δ) Φ φ. 3) If /, g e L and if fcz a g for all α e Q, then / ^ g. We say that L is a C-lattice relative to Q in case (CO), (C.I), and (C.2) are satisfied. We say that L is a C-lattice relative to Q in case (CO), (C.I), (C.2'), and (C.3) are satisfied.
We observe that (CO) and (C.2') together imply (C.2). For if a < β in Q, then there is a 7 e Q with j > a and /3 5S 7; that is, α < 7 < β. Thus every (^-lattice is also a C-lattice.
We remark also that the defining conditions for a C-lattice and for a Cx-lattice are all arithmetical relative to the system <X, V> Λ> ^Q}-That is, each is formulated solely in terms of (i) elements of L, (ii) elementary logical constants (connectives, quantifiers, identity symbol), (iii) the operations V an( i Λ> an( i (i γ ) the predicate C 6\ expressing elementhood in Q (cf. [17] and the Introduction).
The following examples show that, in the presence of (CO), conditions (C.I), (C.2'), and (C.3) are independent, and that (C.2') is not implied by (C.I), (C.2), and (C.3). EXAMPLE 5.9. Let R(e) be the chain obtained by adjoining to the real chain R an element e $ R in such a manner that 0 < e < a for every a > 0 in R. If Q -{a e R; a Φ 0}, then Q is a separating chain in R(e), and, relative to Q, R(e) satisfies (C.I) and (C.2'). However R(e) is, not a C-lattice relative to Q since e c Λ 0 for all a e Q. EXAMPLE 5.10 . The chain R is also a separating chain in R(e), but, relative to R, R(e) is not a C Γ lattice since e jg 0 and yet e < a ΐor all α > 0 in R. We note, however, that, relative to R, R{e) satisfies (C.I), (C.2), and (C.3). EXAMPLE 5.11. Let L be the set of all real-valued functions / on the two element set {x, y] such that \f(x) -f(y)\ <^1. Then L is a distributive lattice, the set R of constants functions in L is a separating chain, and, relative to R, L satisfies (C.2) and (C.3). However, L fails to satisfy (C.I), and hence it is not a C-lattice.
We now prove the main result of this section. THEOREM 
If L is a characterizing Q-sublattice of C(X, K), then L is a C-lattice relative to Q.
Proof. By (5.5), Q is a separating chain in L, and, since Q is order-dense in K, it is clear that (C.2') is satisfied. Moreover, Lemma CHARACTERIZATIONS OF CERTAIN LATTICES OF FUNCTIONS 349 5.6, shows that L satisfies (C.I). Finally, to prove that L satisfies (C.3), suppose that f^Lg in L. Then for some xeX and some ae Q,f{x) > oc > g (x) . Thus, by the continuity of g, we have P(f t a)" §£ P(g, ay so that, by (2.8) , / qL^g. 6 Φ Some fundamental properties of C-lattices* Of the two major results of this section the first, an analogue of Theorem 2.16, states that if L is a C-lattice relative to the separating chain Q in L, then for each a 6 Q there is a transitive binary relation < Λ on L relative to which L is an S-lattice at a. Thus each a e Q determines a lattice & a of S aideals and its associated compact Hausdorff space 9JΪ*. The second major result establishes a certain homogeneity in L. Explicity, if L is as above, then for every pair a, β e Q there is an isomorphism Φ of @* onto @ β , and consequently there is a homeomorphism of SDΐ Λ onto 3Jϊ β . Moreover, Φ has the property that if a ^ β, then ίCΦ(/) for all Ze ©*.
Throughout this section we shall assume that L is a C-lattice relative to the separating chain QJ
We shall adopt the convention that all lower case letters, Greek and Latin, will denote elements of L. In particular, lower case Greek letters will be reserved for elements in the chain Q.
6.1) // γ < η £ 8, if fVh^η, and if (k, I, m) e &\f, a, β, γ, δ), then k V h ^η.
Proof. In view of /V^ΐ,iVm^δ, and / Λ m ^ γ, the desired inequality follows from (5.3). DEFINITION 6.2. For each a e Q we define the relations <* and <^> on L as follows:
(i) f < a g in case g V h ^ β and f A h ^ a for some feei and some /3 > a in Q.
(ii) f^g in case f< Λ g' for some #' c Λ #. 8 It is clear that if f < a g in L, then f<^ag-
Proof. Since by (2.2) the relation a Λ is transitive, it will suffice to prove that f < a g implies f cz a g. But if g V h ^ β, f A h g a, and β > α, then, by (5. Proof, Since (k, I, m) e <5*(f, a, β, 7, δ), we have / Λ m g γ, and ft V m ^ δ; hence / -< γ ft. Also, ft Λ Z ^ α and / V Z Ξ> /9 together imply that k < Λ f.
(6.6) Let a < β and γ < δ. 7/ (ft, Z, m) 6 ^(/, α, ft γ, δ), and i/ (ft', Z', m') e t $^(fc, a, β, γ, δ), ίftew ft < y k', k f < a k, m f < y m, and I < a V.
Proof. The first two relations follow from (6.5) . From ft V m ^ δ and ft Λ ra' g γ we have m' < y rn, and from k V V ^ β and ft Λ Z ^ α, it follows that Z -< Λ Z'.
(6.7) If L is a C-lattice relative to the separating chain Q, and if a 6 Q, then L satisfies (2.11), (2.12), (2.13) , and (2.14) at a relative to < Λ .
Proof. For i --1, 2, let f <^g t so that for some h t e L and some ft e β we have & V h % ^ ft, ft A h t ^ a, and /5 = ft Λ ft > α. Then
and similarly,
Thus /i V/ 2 -<α»^i V g 2 and < Λ satisfies (2.11). Now let f < a g and let h e L, δ e Q be such that / Λ h ^ α and gr V fe ^ δ > oc. Since Q is dense-in-itself, there exist ft γ e Q with α < β < γ < δ, and since L satisfies (C.I) relative to Q, there exists (ft, Z, m) e .5^(0, a, β> γ, δ). By (6.5) we have ft -<*#, and by (6.1) we have ft V h ^ δ, so that f < a k. Jlence f< a k<*g, and (2.12) holds. If /S > α, then /-^β for all f e L] hence /5 is a unit for < α and (2.13) is satisfied. Suppose, finally, that f < Λ g so that g V h ^ /5 > a and f A h <, a for some k L and some /3 e Q. By (5.2), /3 e E Λ \ hence g \J heE Λ and (2.14) is established. THEOREM 
If L is a C-lattice relative to a separating chain Q, and if a e Q, then L is an S-lattice at a relative to the relation <^*.

Proof
That L satisfies (2.11), (2.12), (2.13), and (2.14) relative to <* follows readily from (6.7). For example, if /i<*^4, then there exist g\ e L such that f < Λ g[ and g[ c,^ (i = 1, 2). Then by (6.7) Then Φ«βl = {f e L\f < β k for some k e I*} , Proof. First set J Λ = {/ e L; / < β k for some feel*}. Since fceJ* implies that fe ^ g for some # e /, it follows that k e I; hence J* c: /. Next it is easily seen, using (6.7) , that I* is closed under joins. Hence, again from (6.7), Z Λ is an ideal in L; in fact, 7 Λ e@ β . Now let fe I so that for some gel both f^g and f< a g. Since L is a C-lattice relative to Q, it follows from (6.5) that there is a k e L with k < a g and # <βά.
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Thus k e /*. But / <^ g then implies f < β k; hence f e I\ Since / is arbitrary in /, this implies the inclusion /CI/ Λ . From this and the fact that J A 6 © β we also conclude Φ aβ IζΞ: I Λ . On the other hand, let J e & β with IζZJ; then /*C/, If / e I \ then f < β k for some /be/*; hence / e J. That is, J Λ c; /, so that J Λ c; 0 αβ J. Thus the proof is complete.
(6.11) If a < β and if f < Λ V?-i0*> ^^ ^e r e exist fc* e L (i = 1, , w) s^c/t ί/^αί
Proof. Since / -<* V ?=iff«> there is an fc e L such that f A h <Ξ> a and Λ V (VL^) ^ f > α. Let α < α, < α 2 < ξ A β ^ ζ" V β < β 1 Proof. Clearly / C J implies ^Λ β / c: (^α, β J". Thus suppose that Φaβ IS ^Λβ J and let / e /. For some gel with f < a g, let i e L satisfy (i), (ii), and (iii) of (6.11) (for the case n = 1). By (6.10) we have k e Φ aβ J so that, again by (6.10), k < β k r for some k r e J* c; J. But then, by (iii) of (6.11) Proo/. First let f e Φ"? J so that f< oύ \J^ιg i for some 0 X , ••-, 0»e U { Je @ Λ ; J e J}. By (6.11) there exist fc 1 ,. ,ϋ κ 6U{/e ©*; ICJ} such that /< β V?=i^; hence / e J. Thus Φ« β Jς: J which clearly implies that 0 αβ <T β JC/. For the reverse inclusion, let / e J and let f < β g for some # e J. Then there is an he L such that f Ah tί β and g \/ h ^η > β for some 97e Q. Let /3< ft < β 2 <η< ft in Q and let (fc, ί, m)e 6^{g, a, β ly β 2 , β 3 ) so that k A I ^ a and g V i ^ ft > β. Now if fcj. <^ fc, then ^ Λ i ^ « so that k λ < β g and hence k x e J. Thus iϊ = {^ e L; ^^ k} is an such that HQΦ'tJ.
Therefore, by (6.10) and (6.12), Hζ Φ aβ Φ«PJ. Next, by (6.5) there is a k λ e L such that k x < Λ k and k < β k 1 .
Hence Proof. The theorem is obvious for a = β. If a < /9, then the first statement is an immediate consequence of (6.12) and (6.13) , and the second statement follows from the maximality of M Λ and M β , the final statement of (6.10) , and the first statement of this theorem.
Now let 3W(L) -U {2R*; aeQ).
We define the relation ~ on 9Ji = 9Ji(L) as follows: For each M, Ne SDΐ, we write M^ N in case Mf)N eΊίl.
(6.15) Lei a ^ β, let Me 3Ji Λ , α?ιcί Zeί iVe 5ϋί β . 2%era ίΛe following statements are equivalent:
Proof. The equivalence of (ii) and (iii) follows from Theorem 6.14. Moreover, (ii) clearly implies (i). To see that (i) implies (ii) suppose that M~ N. Then a e M n N while γ $ M Π iV whenever γ > α, so that M Γ) N e 9Jί Λ . Thus by the maximality of M and M Π iV we conclude that I=ln NeiV.
If α ^ /S ^ γ, and if Ne 9Ji β , then by Theorem 6.14 there exists exactly one M e 3Ji* and exactly one P e 3Jί Y such that M^ N and N^P.
Therefore we conclude from (6.15) that ~ is an equivalence relation on 3Ji such that the ~ -equivalence class, M", determined by M e SDΐ^ is precisely the set of images of M under all mappings Φ aβ for a £ β and Φ« y for α ^ γ. We now agree that, for each M e 3Jί and each α e β, I, will denote the unique maximal S^-ideal M^ f] 2Jί Λ in M\ THEOREM 6.16 
Thus it is clear that U(h, a) and U(g, a)
separate M^ and N^ in X z .
7 Representations of C-lattices as function lattices^ In this section we prove that if L is a C-lattice relative to the separating chain Q, then L is lattice-homomorphic [1] to a sublattice of C(X L , Q). In particular, if L is a Cy lattice relative to Q satisfying a suitable boundedness condition, then L is isomorphic to a characterizing Q-sublattice of C(X L , Q). The latter result, together with Theorem 5.12, provides a complete characterization of characterizing Q-sublattices.
Let L be a C-lattice relative to the separating chain Q. We shall continue to use the conventions of § 6 concerning lower case letters and concerning the labelling of the elements of the ~ -equivalence classes of 9Jί = 3Ji(L) (see the paragraph preceding Theorem 6.16). Now for each / e L and each M^ e X L , set M(/)= {aeQ;feM a } .
Then for each feL define /* e F(X Σ9 Q) by
Γ(M^)= AW)
for all M^ e X L . Note that since Q is complete, /* is a well-defined element in F(X L , Q). To prove the second, let ikP 6 X z and suppose that a, βeQ are such that α > β> (/ Λ 0)*(ΛP). Then f A g e M β and M β e M*. We shall prove that either / e M a or g e M a . By (6.5) there exists fe e L such that k < β g and g <*k. Since f A g e M β , we have by Lemma 3.8 that either / e M* or k e M β . If /e M β , then /e M*. If k e M β , then A; e M a , so that g < Λ k implies g 6 ikf Λ . Thus (/* Λ g*)(M~) ^ α for every a > (f A g)*(M~); hence /* Λ g* ^ (/ Λ flf)*. THEOREM 
If L is a C-lattice relative to the separating chain Q, then the mapping f -> /* is a lattice-homomorphism of L onto a sublattice of C(X Lf Q). Moreover, for each aeQ, a*(M^) -a for all
Proof. If fe L, then /* 6 C(X L ,Q) provided that for every ae Q the sets {ΛT;/*(ikΓ) > a] and {AT;/*(ikΓ) < a} are open. Thus let aeQ and let /*(ΛT) > α. Then for some γ > α, / $ M y . Let α < β < γ < δ in Q, let (fe, Z, m) e ^(/, α, /?, γ, δ), and let (fe', l\ m r ) e £f (k, a, β, 7, δ) . Then, by (6.5) and (6.6), f < y k < y k r so that k! $ M y and fe' φ M a . But k A I ^ a, and, by (6.6), fe' < a k so that I 6 M« by Lemma 3.8; hence AT e C/(Z, α). Suppose that ΛT e Ϊ7(Z, α) and that /*(AΓ) ^ α. If oc < Ύ] < β, then /, Z 6 N v . But /3^/Vi, so that /3 6 JV,, contrary to η < β. Therefore f*(N~) > a for all N~ in the open neighborhood Uil, a) of M~.
To complete the proof let /*(ΛΓ) < α. Then for some λ < α, fe M λ . Let λ < 7] < f < α and let (fe, Z, m) e .5^(/, λ, )7, f, α). Then fe < λ /, so that k e M λ or, equivalently, M" e U(k, λ). Suppose that N~ e U(k, λ) so that keN λ .
Then keN ζ , and since f <ζk, we have f e N ζ . Therefore /*(2NΓ) ^ f < a. That is, /* < a on the open neighborhood C/(fe, λ) of M^.
Since the final statement of the theorem is obvious, the proof is complete. DEFINITION 7.3 . Let L be a C-lattice relative to the separating chain Q and let L B = {feL a^f^β for some tf, /9 e Q} .
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We call the lattice
It follows readily that if L is a C-lattice (C Γ lattice) relative to Q, then so is L B . Proof. That L B is lattice-homomorphic, under /->/*, to a Q-sublattice of C(X L , Q) follows from Theorem 7.2. To prove that the image of L B under this homomorphism is a characterizing sublattice of C(X L , Q) it will suffice to prove that if M~ Φ N^ in X L , and if a, β e Q, then there exists an / e L B such that f e M a and f φ N β .
To complete the proof, observe that X L is compact by Theorem 6.16 and is Q-normal since C(X L , Q) contains a characterizing Q-sublattice.
By Theorem 5.12 it is known that the image of L B under /->/* is a Ci-lattice relative to Q (identifying Q with its image in C(X L , Q)). Moreover, it is obviously the case that if the mapping /->/* is an isomorphism, then L B is itself a CΊ-lattice relative to Q. Thus the existence of bounded C-lattices which are not CΊ-lattices (cf. Example 5.9) implies that, in general, the homomorphism /-•/* is not an isomorphism. However, if L is a bounded C-lattice, then /-•/* is an isomorphism. To prove this we require the following lemma. Proof. Since L satisfies (C.I) and (C.2'), it is a C-lattice relative to Q. Since f^a, there is a δ > a such that f% δ. Let a < β < γ < δ in Q and let (k, I, m) e £/>(/, a, β, γ, δ) 
Since f A g ^ a and / V ί ^ β > oc, we have that gel. If β e I f then from £ Λ A; ^ a it follows that β A k ^ a. Then the inequalities β A k ^ a, mV&^δ, mΛ/^7, together with α -3 /5 -5 γ -3 δ, imply / rgj γ < δ, a contradiction. Therefore β 0 J, so that I is a proper SL-ideal of L with # e /. A simple application of Zorn's lemma completes the proof. 
then, since L B is a C xlattice, there exists an a e Q and there exists an h e L B such that h A g ^ a. and h A /5S OL. Obviously we may assume that h ^ /. Let tf<β<7<δinQ with ft, ^ 7 and let (ft, J, m) e ^(ft, α, /3, 7, δ). Suppose that I e ilίflj for some M a e 3Ji Λ . Then since h V I ^ β > a, we have that g < Λ l, and hence that g e M a . Also if a<η<β, then ίel, so that h <£ M η and consequently / 0 Λf,. Thus 0*(ΛC) ^ α and /*(ΛC) ^ /9. Therefore we need only prove the existence of some M* e 2Jt* with i e M Λ . Since fc Λ Z ^ α, it will suffice, in view of (7.5) , to show that k^a.
But if k ^ a, then k V m ^> δ and α -3 δ imply that m ^ δ; therefore, since m Λ h ^ 7 and 7 -3 δ, we have h ^ j, a contradiction. Thus k^a f as desired. Clearly if X is compact, then every characterizing Q-sublattice of C(X, K) is bounded. Therefore, combining Theorem 4.3, Theorem 5.12, and Theorem 7.6, we have the following characterization. 
Characterizations of the lattice C(X, K).
In this section we turn to the problem of obtaining necessary and sufficient conditions in order that a bounded C x -lattice L be isomorphic to the entire lattice C(X, K) for some compact i£-normal space X.
We give two solutions to this problem. The first is obtained by topologizing L and then by employing an appropriate generalization (Lemma 8.2) of the Stone-Weierstrass theorem [16] . The second is obtained, without topologizing L, by a method which closely parallels that introduced by Fan [4] to characterize C(X, R) as a partially ordered group.
As usual, let Q be an order-dense subchain of K, and let -oo and + oo be the extreme elements of K. For each finite subchain a x < < a n of Q, let a 0 --co, a n+i = +00, and let Γ = Γ(a lf , a n ) be the set of all intervals {7 e if; α,_ x < 7 < α i+1 } (i = 1, -, n) .
We then set
It is readily verified that the family of all such sets U(Γ) forms a base for a uniformity ^/ on K. 9 Note that <2s is independent of the order dense subchain Q of K.
If L is a subset of F(X f K), then we let ?/{L) be the uniformity of uniform convergence induced on L by <?/ [10, p. 226] . DEFINITION 8.1 . Let L be a C Γ lattice relative to the separating chain Q, and let ψ~ be a uniformity on L. We shall say that L is locally complete in the uniformity 5^ in case for each a < /3 in Q the set L(a,β)= {feL a^f^β} is complete in ^". LEMMA 
Let X be a compact Hausdorff space and let L be a characterizing Q-sublattice of C(X, K). Then L = C(X, K) if and only if L is locally complete in the uniformity ^/(L),
Proof. Since each closed and bounded interval in K is complete in the uniformity <f/, it follows that C(X, K) is locally complete (see e.g. [10, p. 231] ). Conversely, let L be locally complete. Since each / e C(X, K) is bounded, it will suffice to prove that for each a < β in Q,
The proof of this parallels that of the Stone-Weierstrass approximation theorem for lattices of real-valued continuous functions [16, Theorem 1] . Since the modifications required are slight, we omit the details. Now let L be a bounded Ci-lattice relative to the separating chain Q, and let W{L) be the family of all sets of the form
as U ranges over <?/.
is a uniformity on L and 9 In fact, ^/ is the uniformity determined by the finite normal coverings of K [18] .
that L and L* are uniformily equivalent. Our first characterization of the entire lattice C(X, K) is now an immediate consequence of Theorem 7.7, Lemma 8.2 Proof. The proof is an easy consequence of the fact that every compact Hausdorff space is i?-normal and the fact that a countable chain without extreme points is dense-in-itself if and only if it is isomorphic to the chain of rational numbers [1, p. 31] .
The next result is a lattice analogue of Fan's Lemma 8.1 [4] .
LEMMA. 8.5. If X is a compact space, if L is a characterizing Q-sublattice of C(X, K), and if there is an isomorphism Ψ of C(X, K) onto L mapping Q onto itself, then L -C(X, K).
Proof. Since Q is dense in K and K is conditionally complete, Ψ maps K onto itself, so that L is, in fact, a characterizing X-sublattice of C(X, K). Thus, by Theorem 5.12, both L and C(X, K) are ^-lattices relative to K. For each x e X and each a e K we denote by M a (x) (respectively, M a (x)) the unique maximal S^-ideal of C(X, K) (respectively, L) associated with x. Now let a e K. Then for each x e X, Theorem 4.1 implies that (θx) for some unique element Θx e X, and, by Theorem 4.3,
that, by Theorem 4.1 and (6.15) Thus / € L and we conclude that C(X, K) = L. DEFINITION 8.6 . Let L be a ^-lattice relative to the separating chain Q. Then a pair (I/, A) is an extension of L in case 1/ is a lattice and Λ is an isomorphism of L into L' such that 1/ is a CΊ-lattice relative to ΛQ. The extension (I/, Λ) is said to be (i) bounded in case, relative to ΛQ, U is bounded; (ii) direct in case for every pair Af, iV in the set 3Jί(L') of all maximal S-ideals of £/, if AT g iV, then Λf Π AL g ΛΓ; (iii) normal in case for every f e U and every α' < /5' < °/' < δ' in ΛQ, there exist k,l,me AL such that (fc, Z, m) e 6^{f, a\ β\ Y, δ ; ). The above notion of direct extension is patterned after Fan's notion of a direct extension of a partially ordered additive group [4, p. 411] .
If L is a Ci-lattice relative to Q and if (Z/, A) is an extension of L, then we shall henceforth make no notational distinction between the chain Q in L and the chain AQ in U. LEMMA 
If U is a characterizing Q-sublattice of C(X, K), if L is a Q-sublattice of L', and if I is the identity mapping of L into U, then the following statements are equivalent:
(i) L is a characterizing Q-sublattice of C(X, K).
Proof, (i) -> (ii). By Theorem 5.12, 1/ is a C Γ lattice relative to the separating chain Q. Thus (I/, /) is surely an extension of L. Since L is characterizing, it is immediate from Lemma 5.6 that (I/, I) is a normal extension of L.
(ii) -> (iii). Let μ, v e K, let AΓ μ be a maximal S μ -ideal of I/, and '(f,a,β, 7, δ) . Then /(a?) < a and / V I ^ /3 together imply that i(aj) :> /9 and then l(x) ^ /9 and k /\l < a together imply that k(x) ^ a < μ. In a similar manner we obtain k(y)
. Let x and y be distinct points of X, let f,geL, and choose a, β e Q such that α: </(») and /3 > #(#). Let M Λ (£c) be the maximal S^-ideal of L' associated with x and let M β (y) be the maximal S β -ideal of 1/ associated with y.
There is therefore a function AeL such that h(x) fg α and h(y) ^ /9; that is, L is characterizing. The proof of the lemma is now complete. LEMMA 
Let L be a bounded C^lattice relative to the separating chain Q, let (Z/, A) be a bounded extension of L, and denote by
, and (ii) the following assertions are equivalent:
Proof. By Theorem 7.7, X L , is compact and Q-normal, and AL f is a characterizing Q-sublattive of C(X L >, Q). By Theorem 5.12, C(X L ,, Q) is a C Γ lattice relative to Q. Thus (C{X L ,, Q), I) is a bounded extension of AL'; by Lemma 8.7 it is also a direct extension. Then it is immediate that (C(X LfJ Q), A) is a bounded direct extension of U. This establishes (i).
To prove (ii), observe that AAL is a Q-sublattice of the characterizing Q-sublattice AL (1), (2) , and (3) is therefore an immediate consequence of Lemma 8.7. We can now state our second characterization of the lattice C(X, K). 
is isomorphic to U', then X L is a compact Q-normal space and L is lattice isomorphic to C(X L , Q). Conversely, if X is a compact K-normal space and if Q is an order-dense subchain of K, then Q is a separating chain in C(X, K) and, relative to Q, C(X, K) is a bounded C^lat-tice with the property that if (L', A) is a bounded direct extension of C(X, K), then
A is an isomorphism of C(X, K) onto L\ Moreover, both of the preceding statements hold if "direct extension" is replaced by "normal extension".
Proof. Suppose first that L satisfies the conditions of the first statement of the theorem. If we denote by Δ the isomorphism /->/* of L into C(X L , Q), then, by Theorem 7.4 and Lemma 8.8(i) , X L is a compact Q-normal space and (C(X L , Q), Δ) is a bounded direct extension of L. Therefore, by hypothesis, L is isomorphic to C(X Lt Q).
Conversely, suppose that X is a compact iΓ-normal space and that Q is an order-dense subchain of K. Then, by Theorem 5.12, C(X, K) is a bounded CΊ-lattice relative to the separating chain Q. Let (I/, A) be a bounded direct extension of L -C(X, K) and denote by Δ the isomorphism /->/* of U into C(X L ,,Q). Then, by Lemma 8.8 (ii) , ΔAL is a characterizing sublattice of C(X L ,, Q) so that, by Theorem 4.3, X is homeomorphic to X L ,. Then C(X L ,, Q) is isomorphic to C(X, K) and hence also to ΔAL. But then, by Lemma 8.5, Q) . It follows that A is an isomorphism of C(X, K) onto L f . The final statement of the theorem is a consequence of the fact (Lemma 8.8 (ii) ) that a bounded extension is direct if and only if it is normal. The proof is now complete
The preceding theorem yields a second solution of Birkhoff's Problem 81 (cf. the proof of Corollary 8.4). COROLLARY 
A lattice L is isomorphic to the lattice C(X, R) for some compact Hausdorff space X if and only if (i) L contains a countable separating chain Q relative to which L is a bounded C λ -lattice, and (ii) L is isomorphic to U for every bounded direct (normal) extension (L', A) of L.
9 Remarks on earlier characterizations of C(X, R). We now turn our attention to the case in which K is the real chain R. In this final section we indicate briefly the relation between our results, particularly Theorem 7.7, and the known representation theorems for partially ordered groups ([15] , [4] , and [5] ) and for translation lattices [9] . Since there clearly exist characterizing Q-sublattices of C(X, R) which are neither groups nor translation lattices, Theorem 7.7 is not subsumed by these earlier results. Now let G be a partially ordered commutative group satisfying the following conditions:
(i) G contains a subgroup Q order-isomorphic to an order-dense subgroup of the simply ordered group R of real numbers.
(ii) Q contains an archimedean element for G (i.e., there is an e e Q such that if / 6 G, then ne ^ / for some positive integer n).
(iii) If /, g e G and if nf + g ^ 0 (n = 1, 2, •) > then / ^ 0. If G is the lattice-ordered group generated by G in the completion of G (cf. [5] ), then it can be proved directly that G is a bounded C λ -lattice relative to the separating chain Q in G. Consequently, by Theorem 7.7, the mapping /->/* maps G lattice isomorphically onto a characterizing Q-sublattice G* of C (X-&, R) . It is easily seen that G* is a lattice-ordered subgroup of C(X^, R) and that the mapping /->/* preserves the group operations of G. If G is initially a lattice-ordered group, then G -G; an application of Lemma 8.2 then yields Stone's characterization [15] . In general, since the image G* of G in G* is a partially ordered subgroup of C(X-g, R) which separates points in X-Q, we obtain Fan's characterization [4] by making use of a direct extension argument for partially ordered groups.
In this connection we observe that Fleischer [5] obtains a representation of a partially ordered group as a point separating group of continuous real-valued functions on a compact Hausdorff space from conditions (ii) and (iii) alone. This very general result (cf. Problem II of the Introduction) apparently cannot be deduced from Theorem 7.7 since, for such a group, G need not satisfy (C.2) relative to any subchain; for example, let G be the simply ordered group of integers.
It is easily seen that the real translates of any element in a translation lattice [9] form a separating chain in the lattice relative to which (C.2') is satisfied. However, simple examples of translation lattices can be found that fail to be characterizing sublattices for any compact space. 10 Consequently, translation lattices need not be C r lattices, and thus our results do not imply Kaplansky's.
Kaplansky points out that in order to obtain C(X, R) from a subtranslation lattice an appropriate " stretching axiom " is required. Clearly condition (C.I) relative to some chain of translates provides such an axiom.
